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ENTRIES

An extension of the indoor living space. An
oasis. A home away from home. The spot to
unwind and to entertain the masses. All-in-one.

The face of the home. No feature has more
impact to the character and feel of the home
as the area around the front door.
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GREAT ROOMS

MANTELS & TIMBER ACCENTS

The workhorse. Jack of all trades. The room to
be all rooms. This space has you covered. Living,
dining, entertaining, studying and relaxing.

Home is where the hearth is. Warmth gives
life. Adorn your fireplace - the focal point
and metaphorical heart of the home.

An extension of the indoor living space. An oasis. A
home away from home. The spot to unwind and to
entertain the masses. All-in-one. The patio can often
times be underappreciated if hastily established
during

TIMBER
FRAMED
PATIOS

during the design phase. In some climates, the
satisfaction can be amplified many fold just by covering
it. We specialize in realizing and crafting a patio
cover that seamlessly reflects your home style.
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OUTDOOR ENTERTAINING HAS NEVER
BEEN SO APPEALING

01

ARTISTIC
PATIOS

Zen like state.

This patio cover is nuanced
yet refined. The result is a
bold piece that is unassuming
and zen like structure that
compliments nearly any
contemporary abode.
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Layered shading.
The trellis is designed in a
purposeful order and
pattern. There is a clear
hierarchy established with
ascending layers of crossing
timbers that strikes an
energetic balance.
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PATIOS
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RUSTIC
01
PATIOS
02

PATIOS
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02
Go big (right at home).
Inspiration for this patio
come from early western
vernacular.

Four seasons of rustic
outdoor living.
Stout posts carry this rustic
patio adorned heavily in
stone and perfectly frame
the fireplace for cozy
evenings in the back yard.
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LESS IS MORE

MINIMALIST
LIVING
01

Sometimes, less is more.
Clean and simple aesthetics
lend well to straightforward
living and pure timber
elements. Humble, refined
materials give this patio a
distinctive, no-frills look that
is sure to please those who
prefer an unfettered home.
PATIOS

|
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Dances with Sun.
The eclectic nature of this
home created an opportunity
for an unorthodox patio
adornment. The arbor like
structure defines the space
and creates a dazzling
filtered light effect as the
sun moves across the sky.
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01

SUN DANCES ACROSS THE LIVING
ROOM AS THE EARTH TURNS

01
PATIOS
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POETIC
PATIOS

01

TRANSITIONAL TOUCHES
THAT TRANSCEND TIME

ELEGANT PATIOS
01

What's old is new again.

Fond of tradition and the
comfort of familiar forms?
This patio blends the
precedent setting shapes of
early timber framing with
contemporary materials and
elements for modern comfort
without compromise.
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PATIOS
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FINALLY! UNIQUE
TIMBER DESIGN

FOR REMODELS, BUILDING PROJECTS AND INTERIOR DESIGN
You will learn how to avoid
expensive pitfalls and
understand the diverse timber
styles showcased in this book.
This will help you better
communicate your ideas,
achieve an enjoyable building
process, and maximize your
probabilities of success using
hybrid timber framing.

Available on Amazon.com
and Barnes & Noble
OR
Buy direct (Save 50%) and
experience workshop tour!
Call 1-833-212-0202 or
email
info@arrowtimber.com
Still not convinced? Test
drive book with 3 free
chapters.
Simply text TIMBER to
33777 to get your PDF's

THE ART OF HYBRID TIMBER FRAMING
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picturesque
pavilions
01
Weathered and ready for
anything.

Situated in the rainy coastal PNW, this
pavilion provides refuge from the
elements and allows for the opportunity
to enjoy the outdoors year-round.

remarkable, intimate
standalone structures that
leave a lasting impression

01
PAVILION
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01

SHOWSTOPPING
PAVILIONS
PAVILIONS
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01
Steal the show.
This pavilion is meant to be the
center of attention. The large
truss spans the length to
provide a viewing portal to
allow an audience unobstructed
views of performances on this
inviting stage.
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01

Striking approach.
This pavilion is built on a floating dock in
the heart of a Washington vineyard. The
six sided structure with classic knee
braces help frame the views of the
property from it's uniqe vantage.
PAVILIONS
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T I M B E R
F R A M E
ENTRIES
No feature has more impact to the character and feel
of a home as the area around the front door. This
region of the facade defines the essence of the home's
style. A properly delineated entry sets off a cascading
effect that gives meaning to the aesthetic intent of the
house. The timber entry truly is the face of the home.

FUNCTIONAL AND PRACTICAL TIMBE
DESIGN FOR A MODERN LIFESTYL

CAORPPA
REDOM
01

01
02

Timeless mid-century
modern charm.

Taking cues from Eichler and
Cliff May, this sturdy modern
entry marries the sleek
aesthetic of yesteryear with
stout timbers and
contemporary materials.

Sharp and angular.
Vertical emphasis and
a dramatic reverse
shed roof over the
entry give this home's
facade a lot of energy

02
ENTRYWAYS
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MAKE A POWERFUL
OPENING STATEMENT

01

RUGGED ENTRIES
02

ENTRYWAYS
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01

02

Dramatic entrance.

Western influence.

Exposed concrete,
weathered steel brackets,
and big angular timbers
combine to produce a
remarkable entry that
doesn't apologize about it's
uncontrived raw materials.

Organic materials and
hierarchy that are consistent
with traditional western
architecture are framed by
this beefy timber entry.
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01

Standing tall.

02

Husky geometric shapes.

Massive tree trunks summon a
Pavlovian sense of security
and strength. This covered
entry will feel like a gate to a
sanctuary on approach.

Hefty scissor trusses create
extra clearance to create a
flexible carport that can be
converted to a dynamic
entertaining space that is safe
from the elements.

VISCERAL ENTRYWAYS
HERCULEAN PRESENCE EVOKES A SENSE OF SANCTUARY

02
ENTRYWAYS
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FLOWING ARCHED
TRUSSES CREATE A
GRACEFUL FACADE

01

ELEGANT ENTRY
01

Effortless beauty

Fond of tradition and the
comfort of familiar forms?
This patio blends the
precedent setting shapes of
early timber framing with
contemporary materials and
elements for modern comfort
without compromise.

01
ENTRYWAYS
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CLASSIC MOTIF
ICONIC TIMBER ELEMENTS

01

Dignified timber frame
Heavy tapered posts add visual
weight to the entry while ornate
details in the knee braces and sub
bottom chords complete the elegant
look.
ENTRYWAYS
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01
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Pure and simple.
Uncomplicated and to the
point. Crucial structural
elements with straight lines
are the underlying principles
of the traditional style timber
framed entry.

Harmony and balance with
unpretentious forms.
Plain chamfering touches and
predictable angles create a
foundational canvas for
straightforward beauty.

TRADITIONAL
PERSPECTIVE

01

02
ENTRYWAYS
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European Elegance
TIMELESS DESIGN & METHODOLOGY

01

02

01

Drawing from the past.
Inspiration for this entry has
come from early European
vernacular. Rich stain add a
lush personality to the wood.
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Effortless granduer.
The almost cramped timber
density and starkly curved
webs evoke a modicum of
opulence that denotes a
Euro-syle entry.
ENTRYWAYS
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the
living
room
The workhorse. Jack of all
trades. The room to be all
rooms. This space has you
covered. Living, dining,
entertaining, studying and
relaxing. Whether you're
enjoying a warm cup of a
coffee on a Saturday morning
or catching up with the world
with some evening television,
the living room has to fit your
lifestyle perfectly to be that
space that serves your needs.

01

Everything in it's right place.
Finding order in such a large
space can be a challenge. This
open concept living room strikes
the perfect balance with
proportional timber elements that
open the space up
GREAT ROOMS
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01

PURE
HOMELY
NATURAL

01

RUSTIC LIVING ROOM
01

"I want it big."
Strong arched trusses define a
rustic den space. For those who
like a lodge type feel, we find
that bigger is usually better.
Hand hewn timbers and tons of
natural attitude can be found in
this space.

GREAT ROOMS

|
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01

02
GRACEFUL INTERIOR ELEMENTS

Classic Arched Trusses
01
GREAT ROOMS

Framed views.
This dining area is well
defined with an elaborate
rafter system coming to a
point above the room that is
formed by the truss.
|
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02

Turn up the volume.
Vaulted two story spaces can
feel tall and empty. The right
truss and timber density can
bring that ratio back into balance
as seen in this beautiful room.

01
A bold combination.
Wood and metal are united in a
distinctive manner in this room.
The roof is held with a modified
queen truss that is half timber
and half steel to create a strong
industrial aesthetic.

01

RUSTIC INDUSTRIAL
METAL AND TIMBERS JOIN TO CREATE ENERGETIC SPACES

01

GREAT ROOMS
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STPECNOC
NEPO KEELS

01

FUNCTIONAL AND PRACTICAL TIMBER
DESIGN FOR A MODERN LIFESTYLE

01

01
Contemporary timber
living.
This stylish new home
focuses on effeciency as
much as it does beauty. The
main space is completely
open, but the timbers help
establish the rooms without
impeding circulation.
GREAT ROOMS

|
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01

CRAFTSMAN
GREAT
ROOM
01
A great room worthy of
a parade.
This award winning home
features a unique queen
style truss that gives the
room a gorgeous vaulted
space to take advantage of
the low pitch.

01
GREAT ROOMS
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ECLECTIC

&

ROBUST

01

02

01
Sophisticated and
dynamic design.
These trusses perfectly echo
the curvature of the
windows engendering
continuity and flow in the
vaulted room.

02
Defining line.
Embracing posts can
sometimes make the space
even more vibrant. The
transition from one room to
another feels significant and
purposeful in this application

02

GREAT ROOMS
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THE
TIMBER
MANTEL

01

Home is where the hearth
is. Warmth gives life.
Adorn your fireplace - the
focal
point
and
metaphorical heart of the
home. The center of
attention. The main living
room has long revolved
around this heat source.
The primal design element
has endured centuries of
home design. Though less
essential as a life giving
active system, the charm
and tradition lives on.

02
MANTELS
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ROBUST MANTELS

03

01
02

BASTION LIKE STABILITY AND
COMFORT AROUND THE HEARTH
Shou Sugi Ban.
This dramatic mantel is
created with a fascinating
process - the wood is burned
before it is brushed leaving a
high contrast effect in the
grain.

Unambiguous decor.
Ornamental metal straps tie
this unfettered mantel to its
natural surroundings.

03

Big fireplace.
Big mantel.
Proportions are crucial in
good design. Relative size
and scale between elements
has to strike a perfect
balance to feel right. The
relationship of this mantle to
it's host space provided a
unique opportunity to create
a truly unique mantel.

MANTLES

|
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03
01

02

01

02

Fork and tongue.
Arts and crafts style joinery
mingle with an elegant
copper flume that extends
from the stone base. Cozy
meals and evenings spent
around this gem are always
sweet.

Humble adornment.
A natural unassuming
approach can create
the greatest effect of
all.

MANTELS

|
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03

Striking yet graceful.

THE MANTEL IS A

The colorful tiles are
made even more vivid
due to their vertical
alignment and blend with
the upright energy of the
polished timber mantel.

SIMPLE STATEMENT
OF THE SUM OF
THE HOMES
INDIVIDUAL PARTS

EXPRESSIVE

decorative
timber
accents

While designing a hybrid timber
home, the question of how
prevalent should timber elements
be showcased, can effect the curb appeal and
assist in setting the tone for how your home
will feel. It is important to consider overall
ratios and proportions. We have many
solutions to carry a theme from one area to
another to the desired effect.

01
02

Less is more.
Subtle tapers and clean lines
compliment the striking form of this
transitional home. This abode speaks
volumes by sticking to unassuming and
simple forms while letting the refined
materials stand out.

Tone setter.
Directly above the main entry truss, the
main dormer felt out of place and
distracted the eye. The addition of the
this accent truss tied the whole
concept together.

01

03

02

Small, but mighty.
This corbel bracket is one
among a few like it that help tell
a bigger story. The collective of
these around the main gable
amplify the theme of the main
timber design element.

03
ACCENT TIMBERS | 31
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Reclaimed character.
Hefty pieces of reclaimed wood
establish an equilibrium against the
weight of the stone accent wall behind.
This accent ties numerous themes
together while looking great all by
itself.

No overhang? No problem!
This dormer is a great example of how
a timber corbel accent can create a lot
of character without much space to
work with. The simple shape still echos
the silhouette of the major design
elements.

Pattern language.
Dominant repeating themes can create
a comforting sense of continuity
without designing a form that is too
conspicuous. These timber corbel
elements demonstrate how to simply
break up monotonous surfaces and
create intriguing texture without going
over the top.

ACCENT TIMBERS
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03

01

01
The one-two punch.
Sometimes the best way to tie a theme
together is to incorporate a few
decorative element in one unit. This
truss mimics the design of the main
entry truss and the sits on brackets
that help make it feel more substantial
to help the overall massing feel
proportional.

02

02
Fill the void.
The corbels add visual interest in the
gable and reflect a pattern that is seen
elsewhere on the house to add a
uniform aesthetic. Shed roofs
supported by corbel brackets help a
stale area become more engaging.
ACCENT TIMBERS | 33

AWARD WINNING
TIMBER DESIGN

